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Abstract

This paper establishes the relationship model between trait self-control and employees’ initiative behavior, using emotion burnout as an intermediary variable, and analyzes the modulation effect of occupation types on it. This paper explores the interactive effects and influence mechanism through the empirical analysis of 189 samples. The results show that the emotion burnout has a partial mediating effect on the relationship between trait self-control and employees’ initiative behavior; that is the emotion burnout has a negative effect on employee’ initiative behavior. Besides, we also find out that the occupation types have a regulatory effect on the relationship between emotion burnout and employees’ initiative behavior.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid socio-economic changes and the fluctuation of the various potential factors, an organization wants to gain a foothold at the intense competition stage. Relying solely on the traditional authoritarian leadership could not inspire staff enthusiasm, initiative, and could not enhance organizational performance, seriously, the entire organization will suffer a serious loss of competitiveness [1]. Nowadays, staffs’ value depends not only on their loyalty to the enterprise, but also the way they work. The long-term management practices’ results
show that if the staffs want to achieve high work performance, they must be initiative to approach to work, be initiative to help the organization out of the woods, be willing to solve work problems, be initiative to analyze organizational environment and be focused on innovation in order to promote organizational change. The organization performance level depends on the staff initiative behavior to a great extent. Griffin points out that initiative behavior is a feature of organizational performance. It emphasizes individuals’ initiative behavior in completing their tasks [2]. Previous studies on the initiative behavior mainly focus on individual motivation, individual emotion, organizational environment, leadership responsibility, while few studies examine the influence of self-control on employees’ initiative behavior. In view of this, this paper intends to investigate the effect of self-control on employees’ initiative behavior and the mechanism of emotion burnout. Specifically, the theoretical contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, according to the energy model and the Action theory of self-control, we research the impact of self-control on employees’ initiative behavior and point out the mechanism of emotion burnout on employees’ initiative behavior. Secondly, this study supplements the previous ones, which focus on the individual level, such as personality traits [3]. Our paper integrates the intermediary and manipulated variables and analyzes the influence mechanisms of self-control on employees’ initiative behavior systematically in order to promote organization performance.

2. Theoretical Foundation

2.1. Self-Control and Provocative Action

Self-control is a conscious behavior, it means that someone who regulate, alter or suppress impulses, desires, usual reaction behaviors in order to achieve the desired goals or the long-term goals [4]. Strength Model of Self-control holds that all self-control behavior energy comes from the same resources, and such resources are limited, so any tasks that require self-control use the same resources [5]. To achieve the work goals, employees must resist the temptation from various stimuli and interference scenarios persistently, at this point, they need self-control. According to the energy model of self-control, when performing such control behavior, individual psychological energy will be consumed, and thus cause a decline in executive function. Different self-control levels staffs have different resources depletions facing the working pressures, after the individuals have the self-loss, they will perform different negative passive behaviors leading to the working efficiency reduced, the work total amount reduction and so on [6], thus the self-control plays an important role in employees initiative behavior and work performance. Michael pointed out that the initiative behavior is the cluster of individuals’ spontaneously and independently behavior related to problem solving, implementation plans etc, and the initiative behavior includes two aspects, one is that employees who has initiative behavior will make changes in dependently or initiatively in their workplace; the second is that those employees will be willing to help their workmates or organizations [7]. To be specific, the individuals’ initiative behavior has the following characteristics: 1) complies with the organization’s mission; 2) something needs long-term concern; 3) target and action-oriented; 4) not flinch in the face of obstacles and difficulties; 5) self-launch and initiative [8]. Action Theory argues that people usually make an action plan before they do something, because making the action plan requires self-control, and the energy consumed by executive control function comes from the self-control resources too, so initiative behavior needs the executive control [9]. Contextual Action Theory also agrees that human career behaviors are essentially intentions and objectives, the theory regards people as someone who has their free will and can be responsible for themselves, so they can control and determine their own career development [10]. On the basis of Action Theory and Contextual Action Theory, employees’ intentions and actions targeted need execution control participation, since self-control resources guarantee the function of implementation control, therefore the self-control level will has an effect on individuals’ behavior control. Based on the above analysis, we propose the hypothesis1 that self-control and initiative behavior have a significant positive correlation.

2.2. Self-Control and Emotional Burnout

Individuals need regulating control resources to regulate their emotion, this kind of resources is related to their sense of self-control. The relationship between self-control and resources is that the higher sense of self-control, the more mental resources can be available [11]. When employees need pay emotion to some work situations, since the amount of individuals’ self-regulation resources is different with their sense of self-control, during the
emotional regulating process, there will be different amount of emotional resources consumed. Maslach et al., Shiro and others, considered that emotion burnout was caused by individuals’ energy resource depletion, and when there was an emotion burnout, individuals would have the experience of energy insufficient and emotion fatigue [11] [12]. In accordance with conservation of Resources theory, Shiro and others pointed out that individuals’ psychological resources might loss repeatedly when they continued working for a long time. Thus the cyclic experience of resource depletion would make them emotion burnout [12]. Maslach proposed that emotion burnout was the core of depletion, it can represent someone’s depletion degree most [13]. For this reason, our article selects the emotion burnout as employees’ exhaustion. Maslach defined the emotion burnout as a process that someone who because of facing excessive work-related emotion demanding, this excessive work-related emotion demanding lead to his regulatory resources depleted gradually, thus experiencing the emotion burnout. Bolton and others thought that emotion burnout was related to the lack of self-control. Thus the lower sense of self-control you had, the easier plagued by mood disorders you will be, leading to self-generate emotion burnout [14]. To sum up, Emotion burnout is related to individual control resources, the higher level sense of individual self-control, the smaller chance to suffer emotion burnout you will have. On account of this view, we proposed the hypothesis 2 that self-control and emotion burnout have a significant negative correlation.

2.3. Emotion Burnout and Employee Initiative Action

When employees experience emotion burnout, their initiative will be reduced [15]. Employees’ initiative behavior emphasizes individuals’ self-awareness and self-autonomy to complete their work and even surpass the task [7]. We expect employees not only can complete their work objectives, but also will look for ways to over fulfill their work actively, seek for a problem solving strategies initiatively to improve the operation efficiency of their organization, when they do not suffer from emotion burnout. When employees suffer from emotion burnout, their positive initiative will be reduced. Therefore, we made the hypothesis 3 emotion burnout and employee initiative action have a significant negative correlation.

Based on the hypothesis that self-control and employees emotion burnout are associated with employees initiative behavior, hence we put forward four hypotheses 4 that emotion burnout plays an intermediary role in employee self-control and initiative behavior.

2.4. Occupation Types on Emotion Burnout and Initiative Behavior

Person-job fit theory indicated that individuals’ unique personality and capabilities are related to some occupation, and that individuals’ characteristics and capabilities play an important role in their career development process [16]. The basic idea of the theory is that there is a difference among individuals, and different occupations have different job nature, working strength, operating mode, work atmosphere and working environment, therefore, different job have different psychological quality and capacity requirement for organization staff. Thus, we propose that the profession plays a regulatory role on the relationship between emotion burnout and initiative behavior. To test this hypothesis-5, our study has investigated the three types of occupations (management positions, technical positions, administrative positions), and our results support the above assumption.

In summary, this paper is expected to explore the relationship among self-control, emotion burnout, and employee initiative behavior by questionnaire, to examine the intermediary role of emotion burnout between self-control and initiative behaviors, and to verify the regulatory role of occupation type between self-control and emotion burnout.

3. Research Methods

3.1. The Subjects

Participants were organization employees from Guangdong Province and Henan Province. A total of 208 questionnaires were distributed, and 189 valid questionnaires were returned, recovery rate was 90.87%. Among them, 85 were male, 104 were female. The participant age range from 20 to 34 years old, and the mean age was 24.3 ± 2.53. Companies surveyed types include private enterprises (42.56%), government institutions (16.92%), state-owned enterprises (15.9%), foreign-owned and joint ventures (12.31%), others (12.31%). Staff types contain technical (48.72%), management (29.74%), administrate class (21.54%).
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3.2. Measure Tools

**Self-control.** The self-control scale [12], (e.g., “To achieve long-term goals I am able to work hard”, “People consider me a disciplined person” Tangney et al., 1985) consisted of five items on a 5-point rating scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (always). The higher scores the participants attain, the higher sense of self-control they will have. Cronbach’s alpha for the scale was 0.830.

**Emotion burnout.** The Oldenburg Burnout Inventory (Demerouti, Bakker, Nachreiner, & Schaufeli, 2001) was used to assess exhaustion in the past few weeks as reported by the employees [17]. A sample item from the scale is “After work, he/she needed more time to relax than in the past to become fit again”. The scale consisted of five items on a 5-point rating scale ranging from 1 (totally disagree) to 5 (totally agree). The higher scores the participants attain, the higher level of emotion burnout they will experience. Cronbach’s alpha for emotion burnout in this sample was 0.775.

**Initiative behavior.** Personal initiative—that is, taking an active and self-starting approach to work—was used as an indicator of initiative work behavior. We used a seven-item scale [18] that included such items as “During the past few weeks, he/she attacked problems actively” and “During the past few weeks, he/she took initiative immediately even when others didn’t.” Answers were rated on a 5-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 5 (always). The higher scores the participants attain, the higher initiative they will have. Cronbach’s alpha was 0.872.

**Negative affectivity.** Previous research has found relationships between negative affectivity and emotion burnout. Therefore, we controlled employees’ general level of negative affectivity in the analyses. In this article we measured negative affectivity using 10 items from the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule. Participants were asked to rate how they felt “in general” regarding 10 adjectives that tapped negative affect (e.g., upset, irritable) on a scale ranging from 1 (very slightly or not at all) to 5 (extremely). The higher scores the participants attain, the higher level of negative affectivity they will experience. Cronbach’s alpha was 0.88.

3.3. Procedure

This study used the method of investigation, in which the questionnaires include emotion burnout questionnaire and initiative behavior questionnaire, self-control questionnaire and negative affectivity questionnaire. Therefore, before distributing the questionnaires, we invited two graduate students majored in English and another two graduate students majored in applied psychology to translate and proofread to ensure the correctness of the questionnaire translation. After analysis, of these two questionnaires have good internal consistency reliability, which is 0.830 and 0.872 respectively. The self-control questionnaire and negative affectivity questionnaire both have been used in china repeatedly. After finishing the questionnaires development, we selected 208 participants from several companies. With the agreements of the companies of our study, we drafted a recruitment e-mail that was then sent out through the company to potential participants. Survey e-mails we resent out to 208 employees, and recovery rate was 90.87%.

3.4. Data Analysis

Using SPSS 20.0 and AMOS 21.0 data analysis software to analyze the data of the study.

4. Analysis and Results

4.1. Confirmatory Factor Analysis

In this paper, all the selected questionnaires are mature, according Luo Shengqiang, data collected from maturity scales can directly make confirmatory analysis to test the data fit degrees, so we analyzed the data fit degrees directly. In measuring model indicators, we chosen seven most commonly used model degree of fitting indicators, such as $\chi^2$, $\chi^2/df$, CFI, NFI, IPI, TLI, RMSEA and so on. From the results in Table 1, the model fitting indexes of the questionnaires used in the study were good, indicating that each questionnaire has good construct validity.

From Table 1, the confirmatory factor analysis indicators of each scale have already reached an acceptable level, indicating that the scales have good reliability and validity. The next step is to test the relationships among different variable.
Table 1. Confirmatory factor analog index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analog index</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Self-control</th>
<th>Initiative behavior</th>
<th>Emotion burnout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$ (df)</td>
<td>8.528 (5)</td>
<td>28.572 (13)</td>
<td>107.157 (59)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$/df</td>
<td>1.706</td>
<td>2.198</td>
<td>1.816</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI</td>
<td>0.977</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFI</td>
<td>0.990</td>
<td>0.973</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSEA</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Descriptive Statistics

Table 2 reports the mean, standard deviation and correlation coefficients of the variables. From which we can see that self-control, emotion burnout and employees initiative behavior all have a significantly correlation with each other, in which self-control and employees initiative behavior have a significant negative correlation ($r = -0.410$, $p < 0.01$), supporting hypothesis 1; self-control and emotion burnout have a significantly negative correlation ($r = -0.423$, $p < 0.01$), supporting hypothesis 2; emotion burnout and initiative behavior have a significantly negative correlation ($r = -0.405$, $p < 0.01$), supporting hypothesis 3. The results are consistent with our theoretical expectations, which do well for us to analyze the intermediation of emotion burnout next.

4.3. Mediating Effect

To test the hypothesis 4 that the emotion burnout plays an intermediary role in self-control and initiative behavior, we setup a complete nested model. By comparing with the model fit indices of competition model and the reference model (partially mediated model), we try to verify whether the assumption is right or not. According to Baron and Kenny’s (1986) mediating effect testing methods, we analyzed the intermediary role of emotion burnout on self-control and initiative behavior. The test result shown in Table 3.

In this paper, we used AMOS20.0 analysis program to complete hypothesis testing, because the AMOS model estimation process can control the measurement error. From the Table 3, we can see that compared to other four competing models, the indicators fit of model 1 is the best ($\chi^2 = 499.445$, df = 272; $\Delta\chi^2 = 1.836$, RMSEA = 0.067, NNFI = 0.950, CFI = 0.851, IFI = 0.854), which verifying the hypothesis 4 that the emotion burnout plays an intermediary role in the relationship between self-control and initiative behavior.

Figure 1 shows the estimation result of the assumptive intermediary path. Figure lists only the relationship between latent variables ($\gamma$) coefficient. According to the chart, the path from self-control to emotional depletion is significant ($b = -0.273$, $p < 0.01$).The path from emotional burnout to initiative behavior is significant ($b = -0.273$, $p < 0.01$) too. The path from self-control to initiative behavior is significant, which indicates that emotion burnout do has a partly mediating effect on the relationship between self-control and initiative behavior. So hypothesis 4 is proved. The path coefficient is shown in Figure 1.

4.4. Regulatory Effect of Occupation Types on Emotion Burnout and Initiative Behavior

Figure 2 shows that the effect of three different occupation types on the relationship between emotion burnout and employees’ provocative behavior. Figure 2 shows that the results not only validate the negative relationship between emotion burnout and initiative behavior, but also verify the regulatory effect of occupation types on emotion burnout and initiative behavior. So hypothesis 5 that the profession type plays a regulatory role on the relationship between emotion burnout and initiative behavior is proved. According to the figure, when an employee is in a higher level of depletion, the initiative behavior of management staff less likely to be affected, this is consistent with the conclusions of previous studies. As a manager, if you want to get a high job performance, you should not only identify your own emotions and those of others, but also control yourself emotion and grasp relationships [19].

Figure 1 shows the estimation result of the assumptive intermediary path. Figure lists only the relationship between latent variables ($\gamma$) coefficient. According to the chart, the path from self-control to emotional depletion is significant ($b = -0.273$, $p < 0.01$).The path from emotional burnout to initiative behavior is significant ($b = -0.273$, $p < 0.01$) too. The path from self-control to initiative behavior is significant, which indicates that emotion burnout do has a partly mediating effect on the relationship between self-control and initiative behavior. So hypothesis 4 is proved. The path coefficient is shown in Figure 1.

4.4. Regulatory Effect of Occupation Types on Emotion Burnout and Initiative Behavior

Figure 2 shows that the effect of three different occupation types on the relationship between emotion burnout and employees’ provocative behavior. Figure 2 shows that the results not only validate the negative relationship between emotion burnout and initiative behavior, but also verify the regulatory effect of occupation types on emotion burnout and initiative behavior. So hypothesis 5 that the profession type plays a regulatory role on the relationship between emotion burnout and initiative behavior is proved. According to the figure, when an employee is in a higher level of depletion, the initiative behavior of management staff less likely to be affected, this is consistent with the conclusions of previous studies. As a manager, if you want to get a high job performance, you should not only identify your own emotions and those of others, but also control yourself emotion and grasp relationships [19].
Figure 1. The intermediary role path graph.

Figure 2. The regulation effect of occupation types.

Table 2. The mean, standard deviation and the correlation coefficient between the variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analog index</th>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Self-control</th>
<th>Emotion burnout</th>
<th>Initiative behavior</th>
<th>Negative affect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.000</td>
<td>37.220</td>
<td>13.800</td>
<td>23.710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.466</td>
<td>5.988</td>
<td>3.686</td>
<td>4.306</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.423**</td>
<td>−0.410**</td>
<td>0.286**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.405</td>
<td>0.292**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>−0.069</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “1” stands for “self-control”, “2” stands for “Emotion burnout”, “3” stands for “Initiative Behavior”, “4” stands for “Negative Affect”. **p < 0.01.

Table 3. Structural equation model checking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Analogindex</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$\chi^2$/df</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
<th>IFI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>TLI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1 TSC → IB TSC → EME → IB</td>
<td></td>
<td>499.445</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>1.836</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>0.836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2 TSC → EME → IB</td>
<td></td>
<td>531.669</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>1.948</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3 TSC → IB EME → IB</td>
<td></td>
<td>531.683</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>1.948</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.814</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4 TSC → EME TSC → IB</td>
<td></td>
<td>508.497</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>1.863</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: TSC represents self-control; EME represents emotion burnout; IB represents initiative behavior.
5. Discussion

5.1. Findings Discussion

Our research results mainly include five conclusions: 1) there is a positive correlation between self-control and employees' initiative behavior; 2) the existence of a negative correlation between self-control and employees' emotion burnout; 3) the existence of a negative correlation between emotion burnout and employees' initiative behavior; 4) the emotion burnout plays an intermediary role in the relationship between self-control and initiative behavior; 5) the profession type plays a regulatory role on the relationship between emotion burnout and initiative behavior.

Our current findings have some implications for theory and practice, which mainly display in following three:

Firstly, this study linked self-control and initiative behavior and pointed out that the higher levels of self-control the employees own, the more initiative behavior they will have. Initiative behavior is defined as a spontaneous behavior. The employees with the initiative behavior usually tend to take the initiative to over-fulfill their work, to solve problems on the job and to develop action plans independently. Therefore, researchers take the employees' initiative behavior as a kind of positive performance characteristics [2]. Performance has two aspects characteristics: one is that the performance is the direct result of work behavior, and the other is that the performance is a behavior process [20]. Hence, the performance emphasizes the two aspects behaviors and the consequences of the behavior. Performance management plays an important role in human resource management. It can not only be as assessment indicators for recruitment and training, but also provides the basis for promotion, deployment, salary allocation and career development. Initiative behavior is dominated by executive control, whose operation relies on self-control resources, and is subjected to the level of self-control. High level of self-control individual has more self-control resources and stronger executive control ability, which is beneficial for individual to hold on a positive state of mind and initiative behavior in face of problems. Therefore, in this study we considered self-control as the predictor variable, which will affect someone's initiative behavior.

According to work demands-resources model, in this study we propose psychological mediator-emotion burnout through which self-control affects employees’ behavior. Work demands-resources model pointed out that if the work is too much demanding and the staff does not have enough mental energy to deal with, it will lead to negative emotions such as disappointment, anxiety and so on. Therefore, excessive work requirements can cause emotion burnout, while being lack of work resources can weaken staffs’ work enthusiasm, leading to a lower job performance and job satisfaction [21]. Self-control resources not only affect the individuals’ behavior, but also affect the attitude of the individual, which are supported by a study of Vohs [22]. In Vohs’s study, while subjects are performing visual tasks, the experimenter make experimental equipment breakdown intentionally. Results show that those subjects who have received the manipulation of self-exhaustion will wait longer passively than those who have not received the manipulation before reporting the breakdown [22]. The study results suggest that the individuals’ initiative behavior reduced due to self-exhaustion. Based on previous research literature, we discuss the psychological mechanisms of the impact of self-control behavior on employees’ initiative behavior.

Secondly, this study proposed and tested the regulation effect of occupation types on the relationship between self-control and employee initiative behavior. The results indicated that occupation types do regulate the relationship between self-control and emotion burnout significantly. As managers, they should have a strong ability to regulate their emotions in order to improve organizational performance and contribute to the achievement of the strategic objectives of their organization [23]. Therefore, due to the position demanding, the management staffs in the organization often need to have a strong emotional self-regulation ability so that they can improve their own initiative behavior and obtain a high job performance. As a result, comparing to other post workers, under the same level of depletion, the management staffs can have more energy and resources to cope with the difficulties and requirements in work, which characterized by the high work motivation.

5.2. The Significance of the Research

The findings show that the individuals with higher sense of self-control possess more psychological resources, compared to those with lower self-control. When faced with tasks requiring emotion, they can take advantage of their self-control resources so that they can engage in emotion regulation actively, avoid negative emotional distress, and reduce emotion burnout or experience less emotional depletion. Previous studies have demonstrated
that individuals who suffer emotion burnout tend to lose their work passion, to indifferent to others increasingly, and to take evasive attitude to work usually, etc. Moving in circles, staffs’ initiative behavior will be greatly reduced. All that will cause the entire organization work atmosphere overcast and lower the work performance, which even lead to the entire organization’s turnover rate rise, to increase the cost of human resources management in the long run.

Personal fixation, employee performance management, promotion, staff training and development are three main directions of the human resource management. If an enterprise wants a better functioning, the existing and required positions of the company must be defined precisely and clearly, only by this way can the enterprise recruit the best staff. Employees’ initiative behavior is not only significant positive correlated with the employee’s job performance, but there is a positive correlation with the overall performance. Therefore, a business manager should try to improve employees’ initiative behavior.

According to the findings, there are two aspects of the application in the enterprise. First, the enterprise human resources department can try to take self-control scale as a basis for hiring decisions. Because of the relationship between self-control and initiative behavior, according to the self-control scale scores, we can predict participants’ initiative behavior in work in the future. In addition, as a corporation human resources and senior manager, they should complete human resources information database according to employees’ differences and different position demands (such as different self-control ability) so that everyone has the right job.

5.3. Questions and Future Research Directions

Firstly, this research samples just were selected from several cities, so the representativeness can not guaranteed. Secondly, this study is a cross-section research, which may reduce the reliability of the results.

For the future research, on the one hand, we can enhance the representation of the sample by expanding the sample size. On the other hand, future research may attempt to use a longitudinal research to improve the validity and reliability of the results.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, we can make five conclusions as follows: 1) there is a positive correlation between self-control and employees’ initiative behavior; 2) there exists a negative correlation between self-control and employees’ emotion burnout; 3) there exists a negative correlation between emotion burnout and employees’ initiative behavior; 4) the emotion burnout plays an intermediary role in the relationship between self-control and initiative behavior; 5) the profession type plays a regulatory role in the relationship between emotion burnout and initiative behavior.
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